
Achieving Viable Vision Statement: In What Manner?

Nobody starts a business without any reason or purpose. To keep everybody’s eye on the

prize, so to speak, the unfailing combo of vision and mission statements become

necessary developments early on. Those two aspects are collaborative in nature and

meant to keep a company in the running among its competitors within the industry. As

the corporate system’s guiding light, a vision needs to be specific and clear. Failing to

make it so can drag a business towards a bleak future, so it makes sense to learn as

much about this type of statement now before one starts crafting one of their own.

What is a Vision Statement?

By simple and direct definition, this is a company’s internal guide. It declares the

objectives of the business and is intended to help with both short-term and long-term

decision making. Whenever somebody attempts to come up with a particular strategy,

this is what he or she will look towards for guidance. In the event that managers need to

figure out what the next move is, the vision statement is what they will turn to for

inspiration. In short, it keeps businesses, and their respective plans, at a pace that they

wanted in the first place.

A Vision Statement's Worth From a Corporate

Perspective

It isn’t enough to know what a vision statement is by just its definition. There are many

ways to look at it from a managerial, organizational, and marketing perspective. To

illustrate the point in general, let’s take a look at the example set by Microsoft. The

brand is world-renowned. As of the 2019 financial year, it brought in $125 billion in

revenue according to Statista. Do you think it could have achieved that without the

direction brought upon by its vision statement? Bill Gates, with the late Paul Allen,

created the company out of interest and passion. They worded it well in their vision,

which is “To help people and businesses throughout the world realize their full

potential.” Specifically, there are reasons that explain why their vision statement helped

them greatly with their goals.
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Vision Statements Help Determine Your Market

Quick, what’s the prime reason for the continued existence of businesses? To address

the needs of audiences. Regardless of your company’s nature, having a vision helps you

navigate through an ocean of potential customers to find the right groups to cater to.

Knowing who to target makes it easier to formulate strategies, develop specific goals,

and follow through on your corporate goals. Another example of a well-known company

with a stellar vision statement is Amazon. They see themselves as “the earth’s most

customer-centric company, where customers can find and discover anything they might

want to buy online.” It’s simple, specific, and it drives every decision they make to this

day. The keyword there happens to be ‘online,’ which tells you the kind of market that

they are trying to win over and provide for.

A Vision Statement Gives you a Name

When competitive enough and considered quality in it, a well-written vision statement

gives you a name to guarantee your visibility in the corporate industry. This statement

consists typically of thirty-five words, on point, and has weight. This might only be a

concept, but this quantifies results essential in your company. The vision statement

solely represents your products and services; this communicates to the market on how

worthy your business is to venture and why the need to incorporate such offers. Your VS

gives you value that you need to maintain with discipline. Even though this requires too

much effort to happen, this should not be a concern with comprehension. Once your

vision establishes your name in the industry, even if you are still starting a business, it

will no longer be hard for you to function.

Vision Statement Connects to Anyone

A Vision Statement is a storyteller, and behind the notion it has are leaders that worked

in unison. Not only that, this contains the thought but also the voice to communicate.

When your vision statement is concise, the easier it is for your employees to function

toward your market. Once the audience is tied with your VS, this now creates rapport

from you to the audience, the audience to the industry, then industry to yours. The cycle

is what keeps the life of your business. Your business vision statement, as part of your

startup checklist, should engage your customers. Once your vision creates a name and

connection to your market, then you no longer worry about how it lasts in the industry.
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Misconceptions on Vision Statement

How does a vision differ from a goal or an objective? Instances such as setting vision as

only a goal, objective, or a focus are some of the misconceptions that people adhere to

until now. These misconceptions can affect how the vision should take place in

businesses. However, a line in between should be kept in mind to distinguish your vision

statement from the rest, fully. Vision, goal, and objective. What comes odd for each?

Vision vs. Goal vs. Objective

Once you know where you are heading, you now know what path to take. Your vision is

where your desires are up to. Your goal is on how to be there. The goal can be in chunks

and are your objectives. Be familiar with each first so that you will have a better end in

your business venture. The vision speaks for the future, the goal and objective either be

now or next days. When this works closely and as one, a concrete vision will take place.

How to Write a Viable Vision Statement

Now let us turn our attention towards the actual creation process. Due to the subjective

nature of how one’s vision is approached, this part deals less with specific steps and

more on useful tips that will aid you in your endeavors. Keep the following in mind and

you’re guaranteed both a more pleasant experience and a greater quality output.

Keep Things Clear

There’s no point in making your statement too complex. Remember that this isn’t just

for you--it’s for your entire company. If most people don’t get it or if it takes a while just

to understand, then it won’t be as potent. Take the clearest path at expressing what you

want for your company and roll with it from there.

Avoid Being Generic

While it’s good to keep things simple and clear, once you cross over into generic

territory, know that you’ve gone too far. Whatever you come up with should be

inspiring. How can a vision statement guide anyone if it's too dull for the company to

take seriously? A few things can be done to ensure your vision isn’t generic: one, don’t

be vague. Include details as needed. Two, center it on identifiable ideas. Three, leave

room for interpretation and imagination, but not too much.



Keep it Scalable

Other than making things clear and non-generic, you also need to make sure that your

statement is measurable. A vision might be a sentence long, but this should contain the

purpose and the entire sense. The easiest way to do that is to identify Foreseeable

outcomes. Even if the vision is for the future of your business, it should end concretely.

You need to incorporate an interval in your vision invisibly. Scales vary on your

company's business offers and capacity. You quantify your vision by seeing the results in

your revenue and competence in the market.

Avoid Pretentious Display

The last thing that you should consider with your vision statement is its authenticity. If

you manage a small business, it should comprise of what you can cover at the moment.

When it's a large one, then you must consider varied factors from a wide perspective.

Don't get overwhelmed with what the future has for you. Focus on the resources that

you have that are substantial in your success.

With a well-crafted vision statement, there's nothing you and your business can miss out

on in terms of what goals to work towards and how it can do so. As long as you are

keenly aware of your business' nature and capacity, there shouldn't be any issues with

how this is created and whether it will be successful in its purpose. Be both futuristic

and realistic. Find that balance and the winds of opportunities is bound to blow your

way.
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